Dear Professor Blackman,

What follows are Spring 2017 course evaluation results for the above-referenced course. These results are based on the 62 evaluations returned, yielding a response rate of 78.48%.

At the top of page 1, the "Global Index" graph represents the combined average of all 11 evaluation questions. Underneath, the "Professor Evaluation" and "Course Evaluation" graphs represent the combined average of those question groups.

Next, the results for each individual question are displayed in a simple bar graph. To the right of each bar graph, more detailed data is displayed, as follows: number of responses to that question (n); the average response on a scale of 1 to 5 (av); the median score (md); and, the standard deviation (dev).

Finally, at the end of the report, you will find an unabridged scanned copy of all handwritten comments from your students, and a faculty "Profile" page which graphically displays your average score for each evaluation question.
Overall indicators

Global Index

1. Professor Evaluation

2. Course Evaluation

1. Professor Evaluation

1.1) The professor displayed knowledge and command of the subject matter.

1.2) The professor's organization of the course was effective.

1.3) The professor required or encouraged class participation.

1.4) The professor conducted class in a manner that required preparation.

1.5) The professor was enthusiastic about the subject matter.

1.6) The professor was well prepared for class.

1.7) The professor answered questions in a way that enhanced student understanding.
1.8) The professor was accessible to students outside of class.

1.9) Overall, the professor was effective in teaching this class.

1.10) I would recommend this professor to a fellow student.

2. Course Evaluation

2.1) I would recommend this course to a fellow student.

3. General Comments

3.1) Please provide any additional comments about the course or professor in the space below.
Favorite Prof. of entire first yr. No changes should be made for the class.

Blackman made constitutional law extremely entertaining and interesting. He clearly knew he is very knowledgeable in the subject and made this subject my favorite course yet.
Professor Blackman is the most knowledgeable professor I have had so far! His class is very intense but I have learned so much.

Inquiring class!

Extremely well prepared for class, almost like a lecture is a practiced talk. Very thorough and complete control of the class.
I really wasn't expecting to like this class but your enthusiasm was/is contagious.

Enjoyed the cases. LOVED that readings were on you to go back or review. Discussion was great.

amazing professor
Wonderful professor. Highly intelligent.

Great professor!

This professor is extremely efficient and effective at his position, and conducts class in a manner that requires analytical thought and discussion.
The reading was long, but manageable.

Today is a great day for the constitution.

Great Professor! Enough so far!
Fantastic professor teaching a very difficult course
Very enjoyable class. Thank you.

Please try to keep your conservative opinions to yourself. Or if you will share them, then create a platform for a two-way street discussion. And not try to shut up someone by a different opinion. Otherwise, great and passionate professor.

Best STILL Teacher Period.

It was difficult to keep up with the reading. I also felt like I had to prepare & answer (exam) the way he wanted to hear, which may not prepare me for the bar.
Blackman is a Rockstar. His ability is godly. Place him on tenure.

Hands down, most effective professor. Very dedicated to constitutional matters. Involved, will to help. Must have tenure.!!!

I was challenged, felt more like I had mastered the material than any other course I have taken.
Professor Blackman is constitutional law. Great professor who loves what he teaches.

Thank you for a good semester.

Good professor, enthusiastic about the course.
very enthusiastic. Great professor. Good jokes.

Would take again. Great class. Great professor. Listened and paid attention to student and our needs. Very passionate.
Always made class exciting & was fair. Super helpful w/ exam prep. Wants to see his students succeed.

Professor Blackman was an amazing professor, very knowledgeable. Would take a class by him again. Lucky to have him!
Shared knowledge & passion for subject

Professor Blackman's attitude & approach to class is his biggest downfall. Extremely arrogant & it detracts from his ability to teach effectively.

I liked all of the classes being available online, it made filling in holes in my notes much easier. Some days the reading load was too much to understand the cases as a whole.

I am a screaming liberal. Do not agree with many of Prof. Blackman's opinions/viewpoints. His command of and passion for his subject is mind-boggling. I am thankfull I drew him for Conlaw and do my best to attend all Peaking engagements.
### 1. Professor Evaluation

| 1.1) | The professor displayed knowledge and command of the subject matter. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=54 | av.=4.98 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.14 |
| 1.2) | The professor's organization of the course was effective. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=56 | av.=4.82 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.51 |
| 1.3) | The professor required or encouraged class participation. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=57 | av.=4.96 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.19 |
| 1.4) | The professor conducted class in a manner that required preparation. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=54 | av.=4.94 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.23 |
| 1.5) | The professor was enthusiastic about the subject matter. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=53 | av.=4.98 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.14 |
| 1.6) | The professor was well prepared for class. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=52 | av.=4.98 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.14 |
| 1.7) | The professor answered questions in a way that enhanced student understanding. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=54 | av.=4.94 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.71 |
| 1.8) | The professor was accessible to students outside of class. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=54 | av.=4.70 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.72 |
| 1.9) | Overall, the professor was effective in teaching this class. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=56 | av.=4.82 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.47 |
| 1.10) | I would recommend this professor to a fellow student. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=46 | av.=4.63 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.93 |

### 2. Course Evaluation

| 2.1) | I would recommend this course to a fellow student. | Strongly Disagree | | Strongly Agree | n=52 | av.=4.75 | md=5.00 | dev.=0.56 |